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Climate-aware macroeconomic models help
quantify both direct and indirect effects
Program objectives:

• Make country-level climate-aware macroeconomic models
more available and user-friendly
• Provide Ministries of Finance, Planning Economy with a
consistent way of looking at and evaluating alternative CC
policies alongside other policy priorities of the government (i.e.
climate, vs labor market vs education or infrastructure)
• Help to integrate climate-change outcomes and considerations
into the day-to-day decision making of whole-economy
ministries

Evaluate climate’s effect on the economy, and the
economy’s effect on climate
• Damages: Higher temperatures, changing weather patterns
& more extreme weather, reduce productivity, destroys
capital, and generates structural change
• Adaptation: Infrastructure hardening, improved water
management, public-sector cooling solutions can limit
negative effects
• Mitigation: Taxes, subsidies, sectoral and transport policies
all affect carbon intensity and GHG emissions
• Models are a work in progress
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A concrete example:
Reduce emissions in a developing country
• Reduce GHG via carbon taxation (Introduce $50/ton Carbon
tax in 2025)
• Alternative scenarios: use fiscal revenues from carbon tax to:
1. Lower deficit / debt, which will reduce interest rates and stimulate
investment and growth
2. Increase revenue mobilization / government expenditures proportionately
3. Increase revenue mobilization / emphasize investment
4. Increase revenue mobilization / emphasize transfers to offset impacts
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Impacts on Consumption
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GDP and household welfare are not the same thing
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Impact of $50 Carbon tax (after 10 years):
Alternative tax recycling scenarios
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Summary of results after 10 years
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Easy-to-use whole-economy models help
mainstream climate into economic decision making
• Allow Finance, Planning, Environment Ministries to evaluate with consistent
framework the economy-wide effects of climate action (or inaction)
• Climate impacts: (GHG emissions; climate related damages to productivity
infrastructure, health)
• Fiscal impacts (revenues; resource mobilization; expenditures; debt; debt sustainability;)
• Growth effects (productivity impacts from higher temperatures; pollution; reduction of
highly distortionary taxes)
• Social impacts (replacement of subsidy of fuels with targeted transfers; impacts of
alternative use of CC policy revenues – transfers to the poor, extension of high-impact
social policies)

• Help quantify the costs, benefits and co-benefits between climate and fiscal
policies including spending and tax policies that are not explicitly climateoriented

